Gear Checking Information
For Rally Days
Refer to PCA Handbook on correct gear rules used generally and for discipline specific gear

1. Who...

4. Procedure...

Members who are eligible to do gear checks are:
NCAS Level One and Preliminary coaches.
PCA NSW Old System Level One & Two Coaches.
Current Gear Check certificate holders.

2. Safety...
The instructor/gear checker needs to use; safety
practices for themselves, the rider and the horse:
Check with the rider that the horse is safe to
approach and does not mind someone
approaching.
Approach at a 45 degree angle to the front of the
horse.
All people on the ground should stand on the
same side of the horse.
Stirrups to be run up at all times when the rider
has dismounted.
Rider to hold the horse correctly (See Riding
Manual).

3. Purpose...
The purpose of the gear check is for three main
reasons:
For safety - To check all the gear is sound. That
the leather and fittings are not split or wearing
thin. Holes are not torn.
For Horse welfare - That it fits the horse
correctly and comfortably.
That the rider is wearing the approved helmet,
boots and other dress requirements.

The instructor needs to develop a systematic way of
doing a gear check by following these guidelines:
The gear check should be done firstly with the
rider dismounted.
Ideally if a rider is under 18 years there should
be a parent or legal guardian present.
During Covid the instructor should not touch
the riders gear, the rider or a parent should
make the alterations if needed.
The rider should then mount and the stirrup
size should be checked.
Girth should be rechecked by the rider or parent
when mounted.

5. Other...
Be aware that at gear check you can also look and
give helpful information on the following:
The horse’s health - The horse’s condition,
weight, coat, respiration etc.
The horse’s feet - if they need trimming or to be
reshod.
Check for injury, swelling, blood - Anything
that is unusual or concerning.
Watch and help riders to know how to mount
and dismount safely and correctly.

More Information can be found at www.pcansw.org.au/coaching/coaching-resources

6. The most important thing 7. If a rider arrives with incorrect
about gear checking ...
gear ...
The most important thing about gear
checking is if something is found to be unsafe
or not fitting properly you need to assist the
rider to overcome this. Horse welfare and
comfort is paramount.
Do not let these things go uncorrected. If
there is an issue, alternate gear needs to
be found for use that day.
Eg. If the saddle is ill fitting and is going
to cause the horse discomfort, you should
try borrowing a saddle pad or folding up
an extra saddle cloth to help the
situation.

If a rider was to arrive at Pony Club using a bit or gear that does not
meet Pony Club NSW gear rules do not change these immediately.
Some examples of incorrect PCA NSW gear includes: running
reins, standing martingale, bitless bridle or a wrong bit.
For further examples refer to the PCA NSW Handbook.
What to do:
The First step is to assess the horse and rider.
Kindly let the rider know the rules and make a suggestion for what
alternatives they could use.
Get them to try the recommendation before the next rally
day, either at home with their parent or their private
instructor to work with them to make sure they have control
of their horse without the auxiliary gear and or different bit.
As long as the Senior Instructor feels they are safe they are still able
to participate on the day.

Gear Checking Procedures
For the safety and comfort of both horse and rider

What to check for on each item ...
SAFETY
Soundness of leather - that it has not stretched.
That the stitching hasn’t started to undo or fraying.
There is no cracking of the leather.
No stretching of holes eg. Girth, stirrups.
Correctness of fit Eg. Riders helmet, stirrups.
HORSES COMFORT
Correct fit.
Soft, clean and supple gear.
This article will now outline the suggested order to proceed gear checking with, alongside a
brief description of what to look for within each area.

More Information can be found at www.pcansw.org.au/coaching/coaching-resources

For other gear check the PCA NSW Handbook and Bit dictionary or the PCA NSW Riding Manual.

